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Abstract
Questions asked by humans during a conversation often contain contextual dependencies, i.e., explicit or implicit references to
previous dialogue turns. These dependencies take the form of coreferences (e.g., via pronoun use) or ellipses, and can make
the understanding difficult for automated systems. One way to facilitate the understanding and subsequent treatments of a
question is to rewrite it into an out-of-context form, i.e., a form that can be understood without the conversational context. We
propose CoQAR, a corpus containing 4.5K conversations from the Conversational Question-Answering dataset CoQA, for a
total of 53K follow-up question-answer pairs. Each original question was manually annotated with at least 2 at most 3 out-of-
context rewritings. CoQAR can be used in the supervised learning of three tasks: question paraphrasing, question rewriting
and conversational question answering. In order to assess the quality of CoQAR’s rewritings, we conduct several experiments
consisting in training and evaluating models for these three tasks. Our results support the idea that question rewriting can be
used as a preprocessing step for question answering models, thereby increasing their performances.
Keywords: question rewriting, conversational question answering, question paraphrasing

1. Introduction

Conversational Question Answering (CQA) (Reddy et
al., 2019; Choi et al., 2018; Saha et al., 2018) is a
task in which a system interacts with a so-called stu-
dent. The interaction takes the form of a conversation,
where the student asks questions, and the system is ex-
pected to provide the right answers. In this paper we
focus on the case where the system searches for an-
swers in a text passage, although settings relying on
structured data (e.g. knowledge bases) also exist (Saha
et al., 2018). Compared to non-conversational question
answering (or QA for short), the system faces an ad-
ditional difficulty: each question is asked in a conver-
sational context that consists in previous conversation
turns; implicit references to the conversational context
may happen in the form of ellipses and coreferences,
making the understanding of questions more difficult
for the system.
One way to overcome this difficulty is Question
Rewriting (QR), which consists in rewriting each orig-
inal (in-context) question into an out-of-context ques-
tion that is understandable by itself, i.e., that can be
answered without knowing the conversational context.
Vakulenko et al. (2021) argue in favor of this approach
by experimentally showing that adding QR as a pre-
processing step of CQA models can improve their per-
formances. They also claim that QR models offer sev-
eral advantages, including the possibility of reuse: a
same QR model can be used as a preprocessing step for
several existing (conversational or non-conversational)
QA models and datasets. In particular, any existing
non-conversational QA model (see, e.g., (Rajpurkar et
al., 2018; Usbeck et al., 2018)) can be immediately
used for CQA.
In this paper, we present the CoQAR corpus, which is
an annotated subset of the CQA corpus CoQA (Reddy

et al., 2019). CoQAR was obtained by asking spe-
cialised native speakers to annotate original questions
with at least two and at most three distinct out-of-
context rewritings. Our contribution is two-fold.

Firstly, we provide CoQAR, which contains high-
quality questions rewritings. The corpus is publicly
available1; moreover, its annotations were conducted
in accordance to ethical concerns: every annotator in-
volved was properly hired.

Secondly, we assess the quality of the annotations of
CoQAR through several experiments. We train Ques-
tion Rewriting (QR) models, as well as Question Para-
phrasing (QP) models on CoQAR and other datasets.
We then rate these models’ outputs via human evalu-
ation. We also evaluate QR models as preprocessing
steps of (conversational and non-conversational) QA
models. To this end, we compare the performance of
a stat-of-the-art QA model with and without QR.

Our results support the claim of Vakulenko et al. (2021)
that QR models can be successfully used in combi-
nation with existing QA models. Indeed, we found
that adding QR as a preprocessing step boosts the
performances of QA models and allows reusing non-
conversational state-of-the-art QA systems while re-
ducing performance degradation on CQA.

In the remainder of this paper we present the related
work in Section 2. We introduce CoQAR in Section 3.
We talk about the NLP task we use to evaluate the pro-
posed annotations in Section 4. The evaluation and dis-
cussion are presented in Section 5 and Section 6, re-
spectively.

1The COQAR dataset is publicly available at https://
github.com/Orange-OpenSource/COQAR

https://github.com/Orange-OpenSource/COQAR
https://github.com/Orange-OpenSource/COQAR
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passage
This is the story of a young girl and her dog. The young girl and her dog set out

a trip into the woods one day. Upon entering the woods the girl and her dog found
that the woods were dark and cold [...].

question What is the story about?

rewrittings
What is the subject of this story?
Who are the two main characters in the story?
Who is this story centered on?

answer A girl and a dog.
answer span This is the story of a young girl and her dog.

question What were they doing?

rewrittings
What were the girl and her dog up to?
What did the girl and her dog decide to do?
What was the activity of the girl and the dog for the day?

answer Set on on a trip
answer span The young girl and her dog set out a trip

question where?

rewrittings
Where did the girl and her dog go on a trip?
What location did the girl and her dog journey to?
What place did the girl and her dog go on that day?

answer the woods
answer span set out a trip into the woods

Table 1: Beginning of a passage from CoQAR and of the corresponding conversation.

2. Related Work
CoQA (Reddy et al., 2019) is a Conversational Ques-
tion Answering dataset that was originally created for
measuring the ability of machines to handle conver-
sational question answering. It contains 8k conversa-
tions, which sum up to 127k questions with answers.
Each dialogue was produced by two human annotators,
one student asking questions, and one teacher provid-
ing answers. Each conversation is about a piece of text
called passage. The questions are conversational, while
each answer is provided in two forms: (1) the answer
per-say, which is a short piece of text (not necessarily
a full sentence); (2) the answer span, which is a quote
from the passage from which the answer is deduced.
Many answers are a subsequence of the answer span;
however, this is not always the case. For example, the
answer to a yes/no questions is “yes” or “no”, although
those word usually do not appear in the answer span.
Each passage belongs to one of seven domains; two
of these domains only appear in the test set. Many
questions require pragmatic reasoning, which makes
CoQA a challenging evaluation dataset for conversa-
tional question answering systems. Moreover, the au-
thors estimate that 70% of the questions cannot be cor-
rectly understood without taking into account the con-
text established during previous dialogue turns. Fi-
nally, some of those questions are not answerable based
on the passage. The right answer to these question is
represented by the special “unknown” string.
Similar to our work, the corpus CANARD (Elgohary
et al., 2019) contains a subset of the corpus QuAC
(Choi et al., 2018), another dataset for CQA. As in
CoQA, each QuAC dialogue was produced by two

crowd workers (one student and one teacher) and an-
swers are spans extracted from a given piece of text.
However, on the contrary to CoQA, the student does
not see the text from which answers are taken. As
CoQA, it contains unanswerable questions. CANARD
was created by manually annotating a subset of QuAC:
each question in CANARD was associated to one sin-
gle out-of-context rewriting. The train/dev/test sets
of CANARD respectively contain 5,571/3,418/31,538
questions. CANARD was used for evaluating the im-
pact of QR on Question Answering models in Vaku-
lenko et al. (2021).

3. CoQA with Question Rewriting
(CoQAR)

CoQAR1 was created from CoQA in a way that is
analogous to how CANARD was created from QuAC.
However, while CANARD was annotated using crowd-
sourcing, we decided to hire two specialized native-
speakers annotators. Their task was to annotate origi-
nal (in-context) questions from CoQA with at least two
and at most three distinct out-of-context rewritings. To
make sure that they understand what was expected, we
ourself annotated a dialogue and provided it as an ex-
ample. An example of conversation annotated by the
annotators is provided in Table 1.
While annotators were told to preserve the meaning of
the original sentences, they were also asked to para-
phrase in their rewritings. As a results, these annota-
tions contrast with those of CANARD, where the struc-
ture of the original question is usually preserved in the
rewriting. In total, 4.1k conversations of CoQA train
set were annotated as well as all 500 conversations of
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Number of rewritings
0 1 2 3 total

train 365 108 31,378 13,210 45,061
dev 9 0 37 7,937 7,983

Table 2: Number of questions depending on the num-
ber of rewritings.

the dev set. Since the test set of CoQA is not avail-
able, no conversation were annotated from it. The train
and dev sets of CoQAR respectively contain 45k and
8k questions. Table 2 summarizes the number of ques-
tions that have 0,1,2 or 3 rewritings.
Overall, passages contains from 75 to 1079 words, with
an average of 275. Conversation length distribution is
displayed in Figure 1.
On average, out-of-context rewritings are longer (8.8
words) than the original questions (5.5 words); Figure
2 shows the question length distribution.
Most conversations were annotated by only one an-
notator, but 50 conversations were annotated by both.
We relied on these conversations to analyse the annota-
tions. We extracted two rewritings per question and per
annotator and, using a pair of rewritings as references
and the other as hypothesis, we computed the Sacre-
BLEU score (Post, 2018) and the BERT-score (Zhang
et al., 2020). SacreBLEU gives us an insight on
the similarity of the surface form of rewritings, while
BERT-score gives us an insight on the semantic simi-
larity. We obtained a SacreBLEU score of 32.67 and a
BERT-score of 90.22: this suggests that the rewritings
have diverse surface form while being close in terms of
meaning.

4. NLP Tasks
This section presents briefly the tasks of Question Para-
phrasing (QP), Question Rewriting (QR) and Conver-
sational Question Answering (CQA) that we used to
evaluate the quality of the novel annotations of Co-
QAR.

4.1. Question Paraphrasing (QP)
QP is the task of transforming a source question into a
question with equivalent meaning but different surface
form (syntax, lexicon, etc.). In this paper we consider
the case where both the source and paraphrased ques-
tions are out-of-context questions.
For each original question, CoQAR provides several
out-of-context rewritings. We can regard two out-of-
context rewritings of a same original in-context ques-
tion as the source and paraphrase questions in the QP
task.
We conducted experiments that consist in: (1) train-
ing QP models on CoQAR and an additional dataset,
namely Quora Question Pairs (QQP); (2) evaluating the
paraphrases generated by the models, via the standard
metrics BLEU and METEOR, as well as human evalu-
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Figure 1: Distribution of conversations’ length.
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Figure 2: Distribution of length for original ques-
tions (white) and out-of-context rewritings (dark grey).
Overlap of the distribution is light grey.

ation. More details about the experiments are presented
in Section 5.1.

4.2. Question Rewriting (QR)
In QR, the model receives as input an in-context ques-
tion, its conversational context, and the associated pas-
sage. Its task is to generate an out-of-context rewriting
of the question.
We conducted the following experiment: (1) training
QR models on CoQAR and CANARD; (2) evaluating
these models, via standard metrics and human evalua-
tion as presented in Section 5.2. Furthermore, we eval-
uate these QR models on downstream conversational
question answering as presented in the next section and
in Section 5.3.

4.3. Conversational Question Answering
(CQA)

We consider CQA as a task for indirectly evaluating
QR models. Typically, the inputs to a CQA neural
model are: a question, its conversational context (i.e.
the sequence of previous questions and answers), and
the associated passage.
A challenge for conversational question answering was
also released with CoQA2. The models are evaluated
with the F1 score (Reddy et al., 2019). Transformers
have been successfully used in this task: to the time
this paper was written, the best model (a RoBERTa-
based model (Ju et al., 2019)) got 90.7 of overall F1
measure, overcoming human performance 88.8.

2https://stanfordnlp.github.io/coqa/

https://stanfordnlp.github.io/coqa/
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Our goal is to indirectly assess the quality of QR by
comparing the performance of a model taking original
questions and their context as inputs with a model us-
ing out-of-context rewritings instead. In other words,
we would like to know whether replacing the origi-
nal question with its conversational context by the out-
of-context rewriting has a positive impact on answer
extraction. First, we evaluate the impact of rewrit-
ten questions in the performance of a RoBERTa base-
line (Liu et al., 2019). Second, in order to assess the
reusability of QR models trained on CoQAR, we fur-
ther evaluate a state-of-the-art non-conversational QA
model trained on SQuAD (Rajpurkar et al., 2018) by
testing it with the rewritten questions. Please refer to
Section 5.3 for more details about the evaluation of QR
for this task.

5. Evaluation
In this section we present the settings and results of our
experiments. Those involve the fine-tuning of the T5
and BART pretrained transformer models, with vari-
ous training sets. We refer to fine tuned models with
names of the form: “model(training-data-source)”. For
example, T5(CoQAR) will refer to a T5 model that was
fine-tuned on data from CoQAR.

5.1. Question Paraphrasing
We first train QP models on CoQAR and Quora Ques-
tion Pairs (QQP), then we evaluate the quality of
the paraphrases generated by the models in terms of
BLEU, METEOR and human evaluation.

Datasets: Each QP model was trained on a set of
pairs consisting of a source question and its paraphrase,
which are both out-of-context questions. We extracted
such pairs from CoQAR and QQP. Since original ques-
tions of CoQAR have several out-of-context rewritings,
we built pairs by associating rewritings of a same orig-
inal question. This corresponds to a total of 237K para-
phrase pairs, for an average of 1.9 paraphrase per out-
of-context question. The QQP corpus is not a QA cor-
pus: it was originally proposed as a Kaggle challenge to
detect duplicate questions from Quora, a collaborative
QA website where users can post their own questions
or reply to those asked by others. The QQP corpus is
composed of 404K question pairs, out of which 37 %
are flagged as duplicates. We regard duplicate ques-
tions as paraphrases; assuming the transitivity of the
semantic equivalence relation, clusters of paraphrases
can be built. This results in a total of 710K paraphrase
pairs, where each question is linked to 4.8 paraphrases
on average. Clusters are partitioned into a training and
test set with ratios 80 and 20 %, respectively.

Models: Three QP models are built by fine-tuning a
pretrained BART model (Lewis et al., 2020) (base ver-
sion3) on paraphrased question pairs. Each model is

3https://huggingface.co/facebook/
bart-base

Test set Model BLEU METEOR

CoQAR

Naive (copy) 0.694 0.492
BART(CoQAR) 0.705 0.537
BART(QQP) 0.673 0.464
BART(CoQAR+QQP) 0.737 0.526

QQP

Naive (copy) 0.737 0.634
BART(CoQAR) 0.626 0.445
BART(QQP) 0.695 0.619
BART(CoQAR+QQP) 0.692 0.611

Table 3: BLEU and METEOR scores on the test of Co-
QAR and QQP for various models. The Naive model
simply outputs its input without any modification.

trained on one of three set of pairs: (1) pairs coming
from CoQAR, (2) pairs coming from QQP, (3) pairs
coming from both QQP and CoQAR. The models are
fine-tuned during 2 epochs with batches of 10 samples.
Optimization is done using AdamW, and static learning
rate 5× 10−5.
Remark: Experiments with T5 models were also car-
ried out but leading to slightly worse results. Thus, they
are not reported here.

Objective Evaluation: Table 3 compares the BLEU
and METEOR scores obtained by the fine-tuned BART
models against a naive model that copies the input sen-
tence as output. BLEU is provided for comparison pur-
poses, even though it is known as less relevant for this
task. Scores are measured on the test set of CoQAR
and QQP.
First, the results show high values for the naive ap-
proach. This indicates (not surprisingly) that the source
questions and their paraphrases are lexically close, es-
pecially in QQP. On CoQAR’s test set, BART models
whose training incorporates CoQAR data perform bet-
ter than the naive model, demonstrating that fine-tuning
enabled models to learn the task; on the other hand,
on QQP’s test set, the naive model gives the best re-
sults. These observations suggest that QQP may not be
relevant for training and evaluating paraphrase gener-
ation models. Finally, we observe that using crossed
data (training on CoQAR and testing on QQP, and vice
versa) results quite logically in a loss of performance.

Human Evaluation: Two Mean Opinion Score
(MOS) evaluations were carried out on 12 human
testers who were asked to judge the quality of para-
phrases. The objective is to complete observations
from the automatic evaluations, as well as to study
how CoQAR can benefit to the task on other datasets.
We considered three corpora: CoQAR, QQP and CA-
NARD. For each corpus, 50 source questions were
randomly selected, and were paired with several para-
phrases:

• one paraphrase from the corpus, to which we refer
as the reference;

• one or several paraphrases generated by different

https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-base
https://huggingface.co/facebook/bart-base
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Test set Model Meaning preservation Linguistic correctness
MOS (Std dev.) MOS (Std dev.)

CoQAR Reference 3.82 (1.04) 4.46 (0.83)
BART(CoQAR) 3.97 (1.15) 4.54 (0.75)
Reference 3.32 (1.28) 4.33 (1.01)

QQP BART(QQP) 3.64 (1.12) 4.37 (0.91)
BART(CoQAR+QQP) 3.65 (1.21) 4.51 (0.66)

CANARD BART(CoQAR) 4.15 (1.04) 4.41 (0.94)

Table 4: Results of the human evaluation of QP.

BART models: each source question from Co-
QAR and CANARD is paired with a paraphrase
generated by BART(CoQAR), while each source
question from QQP is paired with one paraphrase
generated by BART(QQP) and one generated by
BART(CoQAR+QQP).

In a first evaluation phase, testers were asked to judge
the semantic similarity between two questions pre-
sented to them. Their opinion could be given on a
5-point scale: (1) “totally different”; (2) “mostly dif-
ferent”; (3) “half similar/half different”; (4) “mostly
similar”; (5) “perfectly similar”. In the second eval-
uation, each tester rated the linguistic correctness of
single questions, independently of their meaning, on a
similar scale to that used for semantic similarity. Each
question pair (meaning preservation experiment) and
single sentence (linguistic correctness) received 2 rat-
ings.
Table 4 reports average values and standard deviation
obtained for each MOS test. The main conclusions are
given below, along with p-values from Mann-Withney
U tests when relevant to assess the statistical signifi-
cance between to mean values4.
On CoQAR, paraphrases generated by BART obtain
higher mean scores than the references, although the
observed difference might be due to chance, both for
meaning preservation (p = 0.069) and linguistic cor-
rectness (p = 0.4). This confirms that fine-tuning has
indeed enabled the model to learn the task, as sug-
gested by the BLEU and METEOR scores. On QQP
also, BART models generalize well as they exceed ref-
erences in terms of meaning preservation, although the
difference might again be due to chance (p = 0.091).
Adding CoQAR to the train set does not improve mean-
ing preservation, and the slight increase in linguistic
correctness is not statistically significant (p = 0.37).
When comparing the second and last line of the ta-
ble, it seems that the BART model learned on Co-
QAR transfers well to CANARD. However, it is pos-
sible that rewritings from CANARD are easier to para-
phrase than those from CoQAR. Finally, is worth not-
ing that QQP reference paraphrases obtained lower av-
erage meaning preservation scores than CoQAR para-
phrases (p = 0.019). A manual investigation in QQP

4As a reminder, the p-value measures the probability that
the difference between two values is due to chance.

indeed shows that some questions are linked to more
(or less) generic ones: for instance, “Given that C, what
is A?” redirected to “What is A?”, or “What is A?” redi-
rected to “What are A and B?”). While this makes sense
for helping users finding answers, these questions are
not semantically equivalent. These observations sug-
gest that QQP may not be relevant for training and eval-
uating paraphrase generation models.
Overall, the experiments demonstrate that CoQAR is
conclusive to perform paraphrase generation on ques-
tions.

5.2. Question Rewriting

Test set Model / train set BLEU METEOR

CoQAR
T5(CoQAR) 0.38 0.58
T5(CANARD) 0.32 0.53
T5(CoQAR+CANARD) 0.39 0.59

CANARD
T5(CoQAR) 0.31 0.57
T5(CANARD) 0.47 0.69
T5(CoQAR+CANARD) 0.44 0.66

Table 5: BLEU and METEOR scores obtained by the
Question Rewriting models.

Datasets. For training and evaluation, we rely on
CANARD and CoQAR. For CANARD, we use the
original train/dev/test splits. For CoQAR, we use the
original dev set as test set, and split the original train
set into a train set and dev set, in such manner that CA-
NARD and CoQAR dev sets have the same size. For
training, we also make use of a mixture of CANARD
and CoQAR, that we refer to as CoQAR+CANARD,
whose train and dev sets are, respectively, the union of
both corpora’s train and dev sets. We train three vari-
ants of the QR model: one variant is trained on CA-
NARD, one is trained on CoQAR, and the third one is
trained on a mixture of both datasets.

Model: We train a QR model based on T5
on three datasets: CoQAR, CANARD, and Co-
QAR+CANARD. For each dataset, we fine-tune the
small 1.1 version of T55. We use AdamW optimizer,
with initial learning rate 5×10−5 and no weight decay.
After each epoch, the model is evaluated on the dev set

5https://huggingface.co/google/t5-v1_
1-small

https://huggingface.co/google/t5-v1_1-small
https://huggingface.co/google/t5-v1_1-small
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Test set Model Meaning preservation Linguistic correctness
MOS (Std dev.) MOS (Std dev.)

CoQAR Human rewriting 4.5 (0.86) 4.86 (0.45)
T5(CoQAR) 3.82 (1.42) 4.66 (0.82)
Human rewriting 4.60 (0.96) 4.7 (0.89)

CANARD T5(CANARD) 3.92 (1.34) 4.43 (1.08)
T5(CoQAR+CANARD) 3.96 (1.47) 4.76 (0.77)

Table 6: Results of the human evaluation of QR.

using METEOR. We stop training as soon as the last
obtained METEOR score is smaller than the two pre-
vious ones; we then keep the model that yielded the
highest score.
Remark: BART models were also trained on the QR
task; their BLEU and METEOR scores were overall
similar but slightly worse than those of T5 models, thus
we excluded them from the human evaluation phase
and omitted them from the reported results.

Objective Evaluation Table 5 compares BLEU and
METEOR scores obtained by the three fine-tuned T5
models. Scores are measured on CoQAR and CA-
NARD test sets. Not surprisingly, performance drops
when the models are tested on a data source which dif-
fers from the training data source (2st and 4th rows).
On the contrary, mixing both corpora during training
results in a unique model that performs well on both
test sets (3rd and 6th rows). Scores are higher when
testing on CANARD: this is again not surprising, since
CoQAR rewritten questions have more diverse surface
forms than those in CANARD, which are more similar
to the original questions.

Human Evaluation Two Mean Opinion Score
(MOS) evaluations were carried out on 8 human testers
who were asked to judge the quality of rewritten ques-
tions. We sampled 50 original questions from CoQAR
and 50 original questions from CANARD. Each origi-
nal question was then paired with several rewritings:

• one rewriting from the corpus, to which we refer
as the reference;

• one or several rewritings generated by differ-
ent T5 models: each source question from Co-
QAR is paired with a rewriting generated by
T5(CoQAR), while each source question from
CANARD is paired with one rewriting generated
by T5(CANARD) and one rewriting generated by
T5(CoQAR+CANARD).

The pairs were then used in two evaluations.
In the first evaluation, rewritten questions were pre-
sented to human testers, together with the original
question and its context (preceding dialogue turns and
the corresponding text passage). Testers assessed the
semantic similarity of the rewritten and original ques-
tions. In the second evaluation, rewritten questions
were presented alone to the testers for them to assess

QR mechanism F1 EM
None (question+context) 68.13 49.63
Human rewriting 63.26 45.10
T5(CoQAR+CANARD) 63.30 44.97

Table 7: Results of the CQA evaluation.

linguistic correctness. Both semantic similarity and lin-
guistic correctness were evaluated on the 5-points scale
introduced in 5.1. In the end, each rewritten question
received one rating for semantic similarity and one for
linguistic correctness. The results are reported in Ta-
ble 6.
We see that QR models obtain scores that are clearly
below human performance in terms of meaning preser-
vation. We also observe that the T5 model that was
trained on CoQAR and CANARD obtains higher lin-
guistic correctness scores than the model that was only
trained on CANARD, and this result does not seem due
to chance (a Mann-Whitney U test gives a p-value of
0.026). It is plausible that, although adding data from
CoQAR to the training set does not improve meaning
preservation, it improves linguistic correctness because
of its greater diversity in term of rewritings’ surface
forms. Finally, note that the scores in Table 6 should
not be compared with those of Table 4, because the sets
of testers only partially overlap.

5.3. Conversational Question Answering
We would like to assess the impact of QR on state-
of-the art models for CQA by answering the following
question: would the models be able to extract the cor-
rect answer from the passage without dealing with the
conversational context? To this aim we propose three
experiments in which we train and evaluate a trans-
former on several variations of QR: no rewriting, hu-
man rewriting and model rewriting.

Datasets. We use CoQAR, with distinct rewriting.

i No rewriting: the orginal dataset, taking into ac-
count the conversational context.

ii Human rewriting: the dataset containing only the
question rewritten by human annotators, ignoring
completely the conversational context.

iii QR model: instead of using human annotations
we use questions that were generated automatically
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by the T5(CoQAR+CANARD) model presented in
Section 5.2.

Model. For the CQA experiments, we train and eval-
uate a RoBERTa6 transformer on CoQAR with the dis-
tinct rewriting mechanisms described above. We fine
tune the model during up to 5 epochs. We used Adam
optimiser (Kingma and Ba, 2015), with learning rate of
5e− 5 and 12 gradient accumulation steps.

CQA evaluation. Results are presented in Table 7.
Surprisingly, resolving the context with human ques-
tion rewriting does not seem to help RoBERTa to bet-
ter identify the answer in terms of F1 and exact match
(EM) as defined in (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). We ob-
tained an F1 and EM gain of 4.87 and 4.53 respec-
tively of the original in-context questions over the out-
of-context human rewritings.
Unlike Vakulenko et al. (2021), where results of the
same task are reported on CANARD, the setting rely-
ing on original questions (referred to as CANARD O)
and the one relying on human-written questions (CA-
NARD H) respectively obtain 53.65 and 57.12 F1
scores, which correspond to a gain of 3.47 points for
human rewriting. We suspect that the self-attention
mechanism of RoBERTa solves the coreferences and
ellipsis present in short in-context questions limited by
the separation token from the context and the passage.
While processing a long self-contained rewriting might
be more difficult. These results confirm the good per-
formance of RoBERTa on the original task of CQA (Ju
et al., 2019).
Interestingly, automatically rewritten questions trained
on both CoQAR and CANARD obtained similar per-
formance than human rewritings, although human
rewriting, got a slightly better EM. These results
are comparable with the ones reported on CANARD
in Vakulenko et al. (2021).

Reusability evaluation. To assess the reusability of
the QR models trained on CoQAR, we compare the
performances, on CoQAR and CANARD, of an ex-
isting QA model, with several question rewriting tech-
niques, including QR. The considered QA model is the
hugging-face distilbert-base-uncased-distilled-squad7,
which was trained on SQuAD. We adopted the same
preprocessing as before: (i) no rewriting, (ii) human
rewriting, (iii) QR model.
Table 8 shows that DistilBERT obtains higher F1
scores on CoQAR. For both test set, the best F1 scores
are obtained when using human-rewritten questions. In
terms of exact match, better results are obtained on
CANARD: however, almost all exact matches are ob-
tained on questions whose answer is “unknown”. This
could be explained by the fact that questions with un-
known answers constitute about 18% of questions in

6https://huggingface.co/
7https://huggingface.co/

distilbert-base-uncased-distilled-squad

CANARD, but less than 2% in CoQAR. Overall, it
seems that the chosen QA model cannot handle CA-
NARD correctly, independently on the QR step. On
CoQAR, using human rewritings yields a significant
increase of F1-score: from 35.90 F1 to 42.21. Interest-
ingly, QR models produce results that come very close
to human rewriting. Thus, the results on CoQAR sug-
gest that the QR models are able, as a pre-processing
step, to improve the results of simple QA systems on
CQA.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented CoQAR, a subset of CoQA
where questions were annotated with out-of-context
paraphrases. We took ethical concerns seriously, thus
we hired two specialised native annotators for the task.
Each question was annotated with several parapharses,
and we demonstrated the richness of these paraphrases
in terms of diversity in the surface form. Moreover, we
evaluated the quality of the annotations via three tasks:
QP, QR and CQA.
The results of the QP experiments suggest that CoQAR
is more adapted to the task of Question Paraphrasing
than QQP. Moreover, the human evaluation in Subsec-
tion 5.2 shows that the out-of-context rewritings of Co-
QAR are approximately as good as those of CANARD
in terms of linguistic correctness and semantic similar-
ity. This conclusion is also supported by the results
of our experiments on QP and QR, where adding data
from CoQAR to QQP or to CANARD during training
does improve linguistic correctness.
Finally, although the results of our experiments con-
firm that QR performed either by humans or by mod-
els, does not improve the performance of CQA; it does
enable the usage of non-conversational QA in CQA set-
tings.
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